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Let's estimate electromagnetic impact in the radio electronics 
equipment body caused by gamma-quant beam impact. Such beam 
can be generated by the beam of electrons, in the output of the dia
phragm of the linac, that bombard the target. When narrow directed 



electrons beam with the energy ~ 300 MeV reaches the target, 
gamma-quant with the energy ~ 250 MeV and with angular spread
ing 10-3 rad are born. Coefficient of efficiency of such transforma
tion is 5- 10%. 

Diffusion of such gamma-quant beam has it's features. When 
high-energy gamma-quant interacts with air molecules electron-
positron pair is born. The energy of initial gamma-quant decreases 
to the value of ~ 40-50 MeV with the conservation of former angu
lar divergence. As the electronic beam being in the output of the 
accelerator has a characteristic length 10-11 sec, and a period of im
pulse is 10"10 sec, than gamma-quant generate electromagnetic im
pact passing through the bodies of the radio electronics equipment. 

Let the number of gamma-quant from the source, based on the 
aircraft, falling on the unit of the surface of the radio electronic 
equipment, when the distance between the correspondents, being 
equal to R at the divergence angle equal to 0,001 rad be N1 = 8 1011 

(n R2 [km])-1. Taking the wave train frequency F = 10 Hz into account 
with duration At = 1 mcs and the accelerator's pumping rate 
f = 10 GHz, we see, that on the one period of pumping the number 
of gamma-quant will be Nf = 8 109 (n R2[km])-1. Let S - be the area 
of the radio electronic equipment, than total amount of gamma-
quant, bombarding this area will be Ns = 8 109 (n R2[km])-1. 

The average energy of gamma-quant, bombarding the surface 
of the radio electronic equipment will be Ey = 30 MeV, than the 
electrons with the energy Ee = 3 MeV will mainly born in the mate
rial (Al) of the body of the radio electronic equipment. Let the ab
sorption factors for the gamma-quant and born electrons in the 
body of the radio electronic equipment be agreeably uy and ue. 
Now we can define the total number of born electrons, penetrating 
into the body of the radio electronic equipment: 

Ne = 8 109 S (TI R2[km])-1 (Ey/Ee) uy (1 - ue). (1) 
As the gamma-quant track length with the energy 30 MeV in 

Al is 16 cm, and the track length of the electrons with the energy 
3 MeV is 2 cm, then if the wall thickness of Al is 3-5 mm:uy = 0.025 
and (1-ue)= 1. Taking absorption into account, the umber of elec
trons, getting in the body of the radio electronic equipment will be: 



Ne = 6,4 l08S(R2[km])-1. (2) 
Let's define the 3MH dipole radiation, inside the body of the 

radio electronics equipment. While calculating that value we sup
pose that gamma-quant radiation impact length during the one 
pumping period is T = 10-11 sec. We'll suppose that radiation with 
length T arrive to the body of the radio electronics equipment with 
the frequency f=10 GHz. The estimate, done before will be consid
ered as the upper estimate. 

The dipole is born inside the body of the radio electronics 
equipment d(t) = e ne c t n(t), where e - is the charge of the electron, 
c - is the speed of light. The second derivative of the dipole is: 

d"(t) = e c Nc [2 d(t) + td'(t)] ~ 2 e c Ne/t . (3) 
Inside the body of the radio electronics equipment the electrical 

component of the electromagnetic field is born:: 
E[W/m] ~ e Ne (4TT E() 1 t)-1 ~ 2108 (R[km])-2. (4) 

The estimation (4) is made for S = 0,02 m-2 (15x15 cm), 
1 = 0,1 m. 

Let's estimate the intensity of the electrical field, that will be 
enough to break the modern chip. Let the average total capacity of 
a chip be 100 pF. Let the power line have the effective height of 
antenna h = 0,5 cm with the effective capacity 0,5 pF. Let the 
breakdown voltage of the chip be 100 V. Then if the intensity of 
the electrical field is E > 4 105 [W/m], the achieved breakdown 
voltage can not be considered enough to fully destroy the chip. At 
first the inside connections of the chip with its external contacts 
will be damaged. In our case the radio electronics equipment will 
be damaged, when the distance between the correspondents will be 
R = 33 km. If the gamma-quant source is placed on the board of 
the aircraft at the altitude 16km, than the radio electronics equip
ment of the spacecraft, being in the point under the satellite at the 
altitude of 400 km from the Earth's surface may be damaged. 

It is important to notice, that when we estimated the chip's 
breakdown voltage, we didn't take the induction of the internal 
wires into account. These inductions can either increase the needed 
intensity of the breakdown voltage or decrease it if the resonating 
frequency of the connecting wire matches the frequency of pump
ing of the linear accelerator. 
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